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We are a family owned and operated manufacturer of high quality, reliable trailers for both 
commercial and residential use.  With a deep understanding of the industry and the critical features 
that customers demand, we offer the best value in durable trailers, never compromising on quality.  
Offering a wide range of trailers and trailer accessories designed for a variety of uses and purposes, 
we customize any trailer to meet the unique needs of each customer and are dedicated to delivering 
the highest quality trailer for the money anywhere in Australia. 

 
With over 25 years trailer experience and confidence in what we do we are the only trailer company in 

Australia to offer the “Highest Quality Trailer Guarantee"  

If the trailer we build for you isn't, best quality, best value for money trailer anywhere in 
Australia we will take the trailer back and refund your money! TCA You have nothing to 
lose 

"The bitterness of poor quality is remembered long after the sweetness of a low price has faded from 
memory" – Aldo Gucci 1938 

We choose to only use Zinc Anneal flat sheeting to provide all of this for you.  
Most other manufacturers use the  

standard mild steel as it is cheaper and they know you will need a new trailer in a few years. 

We only make commercial quality trailers using the highest quality steel and 

components.  
Zinc-Coated steel provides the most effective way of protecting the steel from corrosion. It also 

provides improved paint ability.  You have the option to have the floor and guards made out of zinc 
aswell (same cost). If not specified our standard is Checkerplate 
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Few basic checkpoints to ask when comparing.... 

 Do you use Zinc Anneal sheeting for your sides ? 

 Do you only fit LED lights to ALL of your trailers? 

 Do you use etch primer before painting? Are you willing to guarantee that you do? 

 Do you solder your wires to avoid clips coming loose on the roads? 

 Do you use RHS cross members on ALL trailers, angle iron or off cut steel? 

 Do you have a rear gusset step as part of your standard design? 

 Do you offer a swing removable tailgate on your higher sided trailers? 

These are just 6 points that is standard practice at Southern Cross Trailers 
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Standard Trailer Specs 

Type of trailer(s): Commercial Grade Single Axle Trailers 

Sides: Zinc anneal  

GVM: 750kg Unbraked (built with 1 tonne chassis)  

Floor: 2.1mm Checkerplate 

Draw bar: 75x50 RHS x 1500mm 

Axle(s): 1 x 40 mm SQ rated 1 tonne   

Suspension: 5 leaf slipper springs 

Lights: LED inc number plate light  

Brakes: Optional  

Wheels and tyres: 2nd hand rims and tyres (new optional) 

Finish Hammertone finish, grey,silver,blue 

Attachments: 6” Jockey wheel 
2nd hand Spare wheel  

 

 
*New wheels an extra  

 

2018 Most Outstanding Automotive Services                                 2019 Australian Small Business Champion Finalist  
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Features 

 

 

  
Mild Steel on left we use the Zinc Anneal for 

the sides on right 
Tripled folder CP guards with Heavy duty, stepped 

up tie rails 

 
 

Welded tie rails not crushed and bent Recessed LED lights as standard( Inc Number plate 
light) 

  
Full rear gusset step from Zinc Anneal Front Gusset step out of Zinc  
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Prices   
pricing includes spare wheel, swing away jockey wheel, LED Lights 

Size Higher Side 21” 600mm cage 900mm cage 

6x4 $1450 $500 $600 

7x4 $1550 $550 $700 

7x5 $1750 $580 $730 

8x5 $1790 $630 $780 

9x5 * $1950 $750 $800 
*Recommend brakes  

Registration 
$180 Private $300 business (unbraked) 
$280 Private and $450 Business ( braked) 

Options (not limited to)  

Hot Dip Galvanising up to 7x5 $1000 

Hot Dip Galvanising 8x5 $1100 

Hot Dip Galvanising cages  $150 

Toolbox Aluminium 1100x500x420 $550 

50mm gas strutted lid with ladder racks (7x4) $650 

200mm gas strutted lid with ladder racks (7x4) $700 

200mm gas strutted lid with ladder racks (7x5) $750 

200mm gas strutted lid with ladder racks (8x5) $800 

Frame for gas strutted lid $250 

Mechanical Brakes (1 tonne GVM) $550 

Mechanical Brakes (1.4 tonne GVM) 45mm axle, eye to eye 
springs and set of new 14” wheels 

$750 

Electric Brakes ( 1.4 tonne GVM) 45mm axle, eye to eye 
springs and set of new 14” wheels 

$850 

Ladder racks ( per pair) $300 

New white Rims and Tyres $250(pair) 

Upgrade to New off road wheels (3) $600 

Jerry can holders $45 each 

4.5kg gas bottle holders  $40 each 

9kg gas bottle holder  $55 

8” Jockey wheel $80 

Swing support legs $200 pair 

Wind down support legs $150 pair 

Upright spare wheel mount $110 

Upgrade to eye to eye suspension $220 

Single loading rack  $160 

Water Tanks 65L ( includes tap and lockable filler)  $700 

Drop front tailgate $150 

3 bike stand ( removable ) $350 

Flush tie downs $50 each 

Larger LED lights $200 pair 

1500mm Rear Ramp Gridmesh with gas struts $850 

Pair Checkerplate ramps –Heavy Duty $400 

Please email info@southern-cross-trailers.com.au for a more customised quote 

mailto:info@southern-cross-trailers.com.au

